
 

          
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

Despite receiving an offer from 
Durham University to study  
Accounting and Finance, I was 
determined that the apprenticeship 
route with Kirk Newsholme was for 
me.  I would be gaining hands on  
accountancy work experience 
straight out of school whilst 
furthering my potential career more 
so than merely having a prestigious 
university on my C.V. …and it was 
the best decision of my life! 

 

Why? 
Kirk Newsholme offers a tailored 
training programme which means 
that from day one I was working 
with real clients, on real work. I 
have been taught so much more 
than I could ever learn in a lecture 
theatre; interacting with clients 
(strangers!), time management etc., 
along with a strong work ethic, 
straight from leaving school.  
 

Apprenticeships in general offer so 
much more than just theory learnt in 
a  classroom, and  why  would  you 

pay the university fees when 
you can be paid to get to the 
same position in your career?! 
 

How? 
A lot of industries are now 
offering apprenticeships, and 
the key to making an informed 
decision about your career is to 
generally put yourself out there 
– getting in touch with anyone/ 
anything that could give you 
some experience or knowledge 
of what you might be getting 
yourself into. In my case, my 
Economics teacher at school 
put me in touch with Kirk 
Newsholme from where I was 
able to learn that I could 
become a fully qualified 
accountant without having a 
degree, along with gaining 
some invaluable work 
experience. The best lesson 
I’ve learnt is ‘the worst thing 
someone could say to you is 
‘no!’’. 

 

Why Kirk Newsholme? 
Choosing work over university 
obviously comes with its 
sacrifices – loss of social life, 
staying at home etc., which 
means the work/university 
choice shouldn’t be taken 
lightly.  However, joining  
Kirk Newsholme eased this 
completely – with every 
member of the team being 
supportive and willing me       
on to succeed, the community 
ethos makes the transition  
from school to work simple  
and natural. As an 18 year    
old walking through the door,    
I never felt intimidated or (too) 
daunted which can be a 
problem for school leavers. At 
the point of writing this, I      
look after and go out to my   
own clients on a monthly   
basis at 20 years of age.     
How many university students 
can say they’ve got that 
experience?.......................                                       
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Sam Backhouse  Senior Trainee Accountant   
Accountancy Apprenticeship – AAT with progression to Level 7 ACA 

From day one I was working 
with real clients on real work… 
 
I can become a fully qualified 
accountant without having a 

degree, along with gaining 

invaluable work experience. 

“ 

” 

CASE STUDY 

 
 

 
 

R esearch Research your potential career & how to get involved in the industry 

E xperience Get in touch with anyone & everyone to get some experience in the job role. 

S tudy Just because you don’t plan on going to University doesn’t mean your grades don’t matter! 

U nique Remember, job applications are a competition – what makes you unique & employable to someone else? 

L isten Take advice from parents, teachers, career advisors - they have a lot more experience than you! 

T ime  A Levels are hard enough without having too much on your plate – plan your time! 

Sam’s tips for applying for an Apprenticeship 
 



 
 

  
 
 

 

 

 

 

My background before  
Kirk Newsholme 
I completed my A-levels at 
Heckmondwike Grammar School in 
maths, biology and psychology and 
had a part time job as a waitress. 
 

How did I get into the job? 
I knew in my later years of high 
school that I didn’t want to go to 
university, but knew I enjoyed 
working with numbers.  I did a 
week’s work experience at Kirk 
Newsholme in the summer which 
involved some work shadowing with 
different members of the team, and 
some training on certain aspects that 
I could be working with. Following 
this, I was interviewed and started 
my career here in the following 
October on an apprenticeship. 
 

Why an apprenticeship was 
perfect for me 
I had been working at Kirk 
Newsholme for around 5-6 months 

before I began my AAT training, 
at which point I had grasped the 
basics of accounting in my day-
to-day duties. Because of this, it 
made sense for me to start with 
Level 3 of the qualification. My 
studies comprised various 
courses covering different 
aspects of accountancy, each 
with an exam at the end. I 
studied by day release which 
meant  that 1 day of the week 
was spent at college in Leeds 
City Centre, and the other 4 
were spent in the office where I 
could put my training to good 
use. I also enjoyed earning 
money and not getting into debt 
as I would have done at 
university. 
 

What I do at work 
I work in the Business Services 
team at Kirk Newsholme and 
have varying responsibilities. 
We have a wide client base and 
because each of them is so 

different in what they do this 
means no two days are the 
same.  
 
I am surrounded by a great 
team who make work enjoyable 
and are also on hand to offer 
help and support every step of 
the way.  
 
I complete end of year accounts 
by analysing expenses and 
working out how much profit the 
business has made during the 
year. I also do bookkeeping and 
VAT returns for clients - which 
may be done in house or at 
clients’ premises – to work out 
how much they owe to HMRC. 
Some days involve preparing 
management accounts for 
clients, which are similar to year 
end accounts but are done for 
other reasons and are usually 
for periods of three or six 
months rather than a year.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 Contact us for more information about Apprenticeships on offer:    
 
 

  03332 401333 | janet.clifford@kirknewsholme.co.uk | www.kirknewsholme.co.uk 
 

 

4315 Park Approach 
Thorpe Park 
Leeds 
LS15 8GB 

 

 

Lucy Wilkinson  Accountant   
Accountancy Apprenticeship – AAT   CASE STUDY 

I enjoyed earning money and 
not getting into debt… 
 

I’m surrounded by a great 
team who are on hand to offer 
help and support every step of 
the way. 

“ 

” 

 
 
 

 

 Earn a salary whilst learning on the job 
 

 Day release training at a Leeds based approved training provider 
 

 Work closely with a nurturing team offering full support 
 

 Gain a professional qualification in a sought after profession 
 

 Job security – All businesses require an Accountant! 
 

 Lots of opportunities to progress through your career in a broad  
range of roles 

 

    Why choose an Apprenticeship in Accountancy with KN? 
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